Integrating with Milestone
Vanderbilt’s award-winning ACT Enterprise & SPC

Vanderbilt’s award-winning ACT Enterprise access
control software and award-winning SPC intrusion
detection system both integrate with Milestone’s
industry-leading video management software.

ACT ENTERPRISE & MILESTONE
ACT Enterprise offers the ability to play live video
directly from Milestone XProtect (Express, Professional,
and Enterprise). This includes replaying recorded video
associated with door events from within ACT Enterprise.
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ACT Enterprise also offers three different ways to integrate
into Milestone’s XProtect system:

1. The XProtect SmartClient Plug-in: This is the
simplest way and allows access control events to be
viewed from within the XProtect SmartClient.

2. The XProtect Access Control Module (ACM)
plug-in: This will operate on XProtect systems that
support Access Control (Express, Professional, and
Enterprise). To use the plug-in, you must purchase
an access control door license from Milestone for
each door you want to control from XProtect Smart
Client.

3. The XProtect SDK plug-in: This will operate on
XProtect systems that support Access Control
(Express, Professional, and Enterprise).

Highlights:
The XProtect SmartClient plug-in allows the
SmartClient to have the same functionality as
ACTMonitor. Log events may be viewed, and doors
may be locked, unlocked, etc. from SmartClient.
The ACM allows you to manage the ACT access
control system from the XProtect Smart Client. The
operator can view events from ACT Enterprise,
control doors, and view cardholder information.
Rules may also be configured in the XProtect
Management Client to trigger recording, PTZ, etc. in
response to access control events.
The XProtect SDK Plug-in allows additional
functionality to be performed from XProtect. Access
Control events from ACT Enterprise may be used to
trigger cameras to record, PTZ, etc. from within
XProtect.
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SPC & MILESTONE
The SPC Milestone plugin allows users to trigger off
events and control SPC systems from within the Milestone
system. When installed, the plugin allows for a 30-day
trial for up to two panels and will allow the display of
areas, zones, doors, and outputs from the Milestone Map
interface.

How it works:
The plugin uses FlexC to communicate with the panel,
and when a license is purchased from Vanderbilt, it will
support up to 20 SPC systems. The license also provides
customers with one-year support and availability to
updates. The plugin is compatible with SPC 3.6.6, 3.7.1
and SPC 3.8.

Benefits:
The plugin is aimed at improving the customer
experience by providing a bi-directional communication
strategy with the enhancement of a robust surveillance
solution. In line with the mantra of customer first, the SPC
Milestone plugin features options such as filters for event
transmissions, remote interaction based on customizable
command profile, while ATS/ATP logs offer transparent
communication. The instant and remote access to any
potential alarm helps save a considerable amount of time
for those involved in maintaining the system.

Case-in-Point:
Through the plugin, when an alarm is generated, the
icon on your monitoring screen will go red, cameras can
be triggered, and the Milestone client can display the
relevant information. By right-clicking the icon, you can
check the status of the alarm, and a further right-click
action will restore the alarm and switch the icon back to
green.
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